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Abstract: The article deals with the problem of wood characteristics and acoustics quality of
musical instrument. In this article we presented results obtained by the method of modal analysis
with harmonic excitation and Chladni patterns method to measurement of selected physical and
acoustic characteristics of wood. The ESPI visualization of the vibration of violin is very useful
method for the study of behaviour string musical instruments.

1 Introduction
Wood is an attractive material suitable for construction of various products. At present,
utilisation of wood is predetermined by its unique properties of the natural material. It has an
indispensable place in construction of musical instruments. The quality of stringed musical
instruments depends on the properties of material. The musical instruments makers select of
appropriate wood empirical, i.e. method of tapping and listening as well as the visual
judgement on the base of wood defects, number of wooden rings and portion of summer
wood. Now, the secret of old violinmakers and the musical instruments makers is searched
with help of modern methods.
The modern methods of finding the relevant characteristics and their analyses have been
recently applied more and more intensively even in this area. With regard to the structural
complexity of the material as well as the methods used, the link between the development of
the experimental procedures and their utilisation for a given purpose seems to be strongly
topical.
At our department were designed original equipments, Rezonator and Vibrovizer. These
devices work on the principle of studying the stationary acoustic waves in wooden rods and
boards. Rezonator is complex equipment designed for determination of the respective
physical and acoustical characteristics (density, modulus of elasticity, acoustic constant,
logarithmic decrement) as well as for the evaluation of the measured data up to grading of the
material suitable for manufacturing of musical instruments. The measuring module is
represented by the acoustic apparatus supported and controlled by a PC. The data obtained by
measuring are plotted in the 3D diagram. Vibrovizér is the optoelectronic equipment designed
for visualization of the acoustic bending waves in plates. As a subsystem of the Rezonator it
performs a more complex modal analysis mainly in plates.
In this article we presented results of measurement of selected physical and acoustic
characteristics of wood [1] which were obtained by the method of modal analysis with
harmonic excitation, Chladni patterns method as well as by the electronic speckle
interferometry (ESPI).
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2 Theoretical aspects
There are some objective non-destructive methods which are used for the determination of
physical and acoustic characteristics and their changes due to various factors. The
visualization of vibration modes in the thin rectangular plates and violin plates is possible by
Chladni patterns method [4]. To record of the frequency transmission characteristics of
finished violin was used Dűnnwald method [5] excitation on the bridge.

2.1 Relevant properties of wood
The each edge of a rectangular plate can be attached in three ways. There are 27 combinations
of boundary conditions and different sets of vibration modes. If the edge is supported, the
resonance frequency can be calculated by formula [2]
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To describe the shapes of vibration of wooden plates, it is necessary to know the four elastic
constants. The modulus of elasticity along the (EL) and across (ER) grains, the shear modulus
(GLR) and two Poisson number (νLR, νRL). Among the modules and Poisson constants is valid
[3]:
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The shape of violin plates is very complicated. The violin plates are arched and called
"shallow shells”. The shape complexity and anisotropy of wood influence the shapes of the
vibration of free violin plates. In Figure 1. are presented shapes of the 1st (torsional mode), 2
and 5 mode (bending modes). These modes are used at the plate shaping (tuning) and they are
used at the measuring of resonance frequencies.

Figure 1. Modes 1., 2. and 5. of free violin back plates

The starting point at the evaluation of material quality is the demand of low density and high
acoustic constant. In accordance with the above mentioned and on the base of our recent
research [3] were selected these characteristics: density – ρ, Young´s modules of elasticity –
EL, ER and acoustic constant – A. These characteristics are called physical and acoustic
characteristics (PAC) of material.

Density – mass of unit volume of wood at the certain moisture is given by formula:
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where ρw is density of wood [kg.m-3], mw is mass of wood [kg], Vow is volume of wood [m-3].

Young´s modulus of elasticity – express internal resistance of material against elastic
deformation [2]. The two vibration modes are important for the calculation of Young´s
modules of elasticity along (EL) and across (ER) the grain [1]. The formulae for calculation of
modules of elasticity EL and ER in a free rectangular orthotropic plate for bending beam
vibration (2, 0) and (0, 2) modes are given:
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where f4 is resonance frequency of the mode (2, 0), f2 of the mode (0,2), ρ is density, a is
dimension along and h is dimension across the grain, and η = 1 – µLR µRL (µLR and µRL are
Poisson constants).
Acoustic constant – or constant of sound radiation is given by relation
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where E is Young´s modulus of elasticity, c is sound velocity.

2.2 Material and Methods
The experimental samples were cut out from maple (Acer pseudoplatanus, L.) and spruce
(Picea abies, L.) logs from localities of Slovakia. The dimensions of plates fulfilled the
condition of thin board, i.e. thinness ratio h/a in interval 1/12 – 1/46.
2.2.1 Modal analysis with harmonic excitation

The resonance frequencies f4 of the mode (2, 0) and f2 of the mode (0, 2) were obtained by the
method of modal analysis with harmonic excitation. The plate to be tested is placed over a
loudspeaker. Small particles (saw dust, tea leaves) are sprinkled over the plate. We found a
resonance and the frequency of the loudspeaker tone is the frequency of the plate resonance.
The particles will collect at the nodal lines. Their form of nodal lines is characteristic of each
resonance frequency and depends on symmetry, homogeneity and, plates dimensions.
The experimental data were saved into the computer and consecutively were used for
calculation all elastic characteristics of wood by formulas (3), (4) (5) and (6). For measuring
was used equipment Vibrovizer (Figure 2.).

Figure 2. Vibrovizer
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2.2.2 Electronic speckle interferometry

The double pulse TV holography method – electronic speckle interferometery (ESPI) [3]
allows the non contact observations of the relative movement of surface points simultaneously
on the entire violin (Figure 3.). The relativity of the movement rises from matching of two
speckle images (reference state and recording state), when the object is illuminated by two
flashes of the pulse laser. The speckles are the result of an interference effect of laser light,
which is scattered at a rough surface [6].
The far field frequency transfer function of the violin was measured in anechoic room. The
violin was artificially driven by the Dünnwald exciter (Figure 4.) powered by frequency
generator (from 0.1 to 2.4 kHz). From the obtained curve the resonance peeks were chosen.
The violin body vibration patterns, at some of these resonance frequencies, were observed by
the electronic speckle interferometer (ESPI).

Figure 3. Vibration of violin

Figure 4. Dünnwald exciter

2.3 Results
The average values of PAC spruce and maple wood are presented in Table 1. The average
values of density ρ, modules of elasticity EL, ER and acoustical constant – A of experimental
spruce and maple wood were compared with average values of standard maple wood and
spruce wood of high quality for master violin making.
Table 1. Average values of density ρ, modulus of elasticity E and acoustical constant A

ρ

maple
st.maple
spruce
st.spruce

(kg.m–3)
584
622
370
430

EL
(GPa)
12,50
10,80
9,03
13,80

ER
(GPa)
2,255
1,949
0,424
0,649

A
(m4.kg–1.s–1)
7,92
6,70
13,35
13,17

These samples were used to making experimental violins and their vibrating patterns and
tonal quality were observed. The patterns were compared and the connection between the
vibration patterns and the shape of the frequency response is discussed.
From each series of images at each frequency of interest only one image with highest
vibration amplitude was chosen for the presentation of the type of the vibration pattern at
particular frequency (Figure 5.) We can see that above 1 kHz is open own resonance of small
parts of violin (tailpiece, chin rest, free end of fingerboard) and maxima in vibration patterns
are concentrated. Round 2 kHz also is open the bridge own resonance.
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Figure 5. Violin body vibration pattern at particular frequencies

The symmetry of the vibration patterns and the directivity of violin radiation above 1 kHz
play a significant role and low level in certain direction could not occur in other direction (e.g.
level and pattern at 1.45 kHz).

3 Conclusion
The experimental results indicate high variability of all measured characteristics. It follows
from heterogeneity of wood. It has been shown just the value of investigated characteristics
can be considered as a typical feature of spruce and maple wood as material for musical
instruments. It is apparent from comparison of common wood and standard wood.
The ESPI visualization of the vibration of violin is very useful method for the study of
behavior musical instruments. This method helps us at investigation of influence of wood
quality on the tonal quality of completed violin. The following research will be oriented also
on the mutual moving of top and back plates.
The analysis of the vibrating movement of the musical instrument and its individual parts is
an essential component of musical instrument research.
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